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Important stakeholders

- Imaginary play
- High energy play: Chase, hopping, climbing
- Easily frustrated, can lead to temper tantrums.
- Enjoy being outside

- Can understand colors and simple counting
- Starting to grasp the concept of time, fantasy vs. reality
  Age 3; 300 words
  Age 4: 1,500 words
  Age 5: 2,500 words

- Social interaction with other children is increasing
- Learning the concept of conflict and how to resolve problems
- Becoming very mobile, verbal and even self sufficient in some
  aspects of their day.



middleton, WI
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Rowan hobbies........................
likes..................

dislikes............

comments:

coloring, legos, playing t-ball
outside play, helping in the kitchen, 

playing with little sister + high energy games
having to share, being stuck inside,

long car rides, picking up toys + taking naps

"looking for a toy that will help rowan learn 
but will also keep him entertained, while still 
having fun" - rachel Morley (rowan's Mom)



Goals
Get kids outside 

grow food

discover the environment

“The most direct route to caring for the
 environment as an adult is participating
in nature activities before the age of 11.”

National Wildlife Foundation

7 HRS
children between the age of 3-14 

spend a average of 7 hours per 
day on or near electronic devices.



Solution
The

get kids outside by giving them 
a on the go drawing solution.

expose kids to nature + teach them 
more about their environment. 

allow kids to express their 
creativity through art. 



Features
The

Easy to grip handle

Magnetic Clasp

paper + supply storage

drawing surface
+ magnetic frame

hard shell durable body 

zippered easy to see mesh 
drawing supply storage 








